PRIOR TO INSTALLING BOTH HIHTLs INTO THE PIT, INSTALL A RAYCHEM HEAT TRACE POWER CONNECTION BOX (JBM-100-A) ON EACH HIHTL PER MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTIONS. RUN #10 3/C SOW FROM THE HIHTL HEAT TRACE POWER CONNECTION BOXES OUTSIDE PIT FOR CONNECTION TO TBX. INSULATE PIPING IN THIS AREA AS APPLICABLE. 2 POWER BOXES REQUIRED (ONE FOR EACH HIHTL).

REUSES LDE 203A/B (W-314) FOR LDE PROBE SLEEVE TEMP PLUG SEE H-2-90447, SH 5, AS NEEDED.

FIELD VERIFY LEAK DETECTION CABLES.

FIELD ROUTE ULTRASONIC FLOW METER, PUMP LEVEL DETECTION AND HEAT TRACING, THERMOCOUPLE, PIT FLOOR DRAIN SEAL LDE 203A/B SENSOR WIRES LDE 203A/B PROBES.

NOTE: THIS ITEM IS SAFETY SIGNIFICANT (6"").